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Abstract. The 2015/16 Northern Hemisphere winter strato-
sphere appeared to have the greatest potential yet seen
for record Arctic ozone loss. Temperatures in the Arctic
lower stratosphere were at record lows from December 2015
through early February 2016, with an unprecedented period
of temperatures below ice polar stratospheric cloud thresh-
olds. Trace gas measurements from the Aura Microwave
Limb Sounder (MLS) show that exceptional denitrification
and dehydration, as well as extensive chlorine activation,
occurred throughout the polar vortex. Ozone decreases in
2015/16 began earlier and proceeded more rapidly than those
in 2010/11, a winter that saw unprecedented Arctic ozone
loss. However, on 5–6 March 2016 a major final sudden
stratospheric warming (“major final warming”, MFW) be-
gan. By mid-March, the mid-stratospheric vortex split after
being displaced far off the pole. The resulting offspring vor-
tices decayed rapidly preceding the full breakdown of the
vortex by early April. In the lower stratosphere, the period of
temperatures low enough for chlorine activation ended nearly
a month earlier than that in 2011 because of the MFW. Ozone
loss rates were thus kept in check because there was less sun-
light during the cold period. Although the winter mean vol-
ume of air in which chemical ozone loss could occur was as
large as that in 2010/11, observed ozone values did not drop
to the persistently low values reached in 2011.

We use MLS trace gas measurements, as well as mixing
and polar vortex diagnostics based on meteorological fields,
to show how the timing and intensity of the MFW and its
impact on transport and mixing halted chemical ozone loss.
Our detailed characterization of the polar vortex breakdown
includes investigations of individual offspring vortices and
the origins and fate of air within them. Comparisons of mix-

ing diagnostics with lower-stratospheric N2O and middle-
stratospheric CO from MLS (long-lived tracers) show rapid
vortex erosion and extensive mixing during and immediately
after the split in mid-March; however, air in the resulting off-
spring vortices remained isolated until they disappeared. Al-
though the offspring vortices in the lower stratosphere sur-
vived longer than those in the middle stratosphere, the rapid
temperature increase and dispersal of chemically processed
air caused active chlorine to quickly disappear. Furthermore,
ozone-depleted air from the lower-stratospheric vortex core
was rapidly mixed with ozone rich air from the vortex edge
and midlatitudes during the split. The impact of the 2016
MFW on polar processing was the latest in a series of un-
expected events that highlight the diversity of potential con-
sequences of sudden warming events for Arctic ozone loss.

1 Introduction

Sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs), which are charac-
terized by abrupt warming and weakening or reversal of the
polar wintertime westerly circulation (e.g., Andrews et al.,
1987, and references therein), lead to extreme variability in
Northern Hemisphere (NH) polar temperatures, as well as
in the structure, evolution, and intensity of the Arctic strato-
spheric polar vortex. SSWs are in part responsible for the
smaller potential for ozone loss in NH than in Southern
Hemisphere (SH) spring (e.g., Andrews, 1989; WMO, 2014).
SSWs are relatively common in the NH, occurring at a rate
of ∼ 0.6 events per year by many common definitions (see,
e.g., Butler et al., 2015, and references therein). However,
recent studies have shown that SSWs affect Arctic lower-
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stratospheric chemical ozone loss in ways much more com-
plex than a simple association of low (high) temperatures
with more (less) ozone loss (Manney et al., 2015a, b, and
references therein). Thus, understanding the complex rela-
tionships between SSW dynamics, stratospheric vortex evo-
lution, and chemical composition and processing is critical
to diagnosing and predicting ozone loss and recovery in the
Arctic and its climate consequences.

Recent Arctic winters with SSWs have led to different
extremes in polar processing and ozone loss: the 2012/13
NH winter was exceptionally cold in December, but a ma-
jor vortex-split SSW in January gave rise to two unusually
strong offspring vortices that moved far into sunlight (Man-
ney et al., 2015a). The combination of extensive polar pro-
cessing activity prior to the SSW and ample sunlight ex-
posure following the SSW led to the earliest onset of rapid
Arctic ozone loss in the 12-year record from the Aura Mi-
crowave Limb Sounder (MLS); that loss continued through
the end of January (when the polar vortex dissipated com-
pletely). In contrast, polar processing was effectively halted
in the NH winter of 2014/15 by a brief minor SSW in early
January (Manney et al., 2015b). Although the minor SSW
had similar signatures to a major SSW in the middle and up-
per stratosphere, it left the lower-stratospheric vortex virtu-
ally unscathed except for causing temperatures to rise above
chlorine activation thresholds for a couple of weeks. This re-
sulted in anomalously little chlorine activation and the high-
est wintertime ozone seen in the 12-year MLS record.

Interannual variability in NH winters is also reflected in
the timing of the springtime stratospheric final warming.
These events mark the transition of the stratospheric winter
circulation from westerly to easterly, where it remains un-
til the following autumn. Numerous studies suggest that the
timing of final warmings is related to SSWs earlier in win-
ter: Labitzke (1982) showed that final warmings following
major SSWs in January or February in the 1950s through
1970s were usually delayed due to late winter cooling after
the SSW; recently, Hu et al. (2014) showed a statistically sig-
nificant relationship between midwinter (December through
March) major SSWs and late (∼April and May) final warm-
ings. The converse is also true in that many early final warm-
ings tend to occur in winters without a prior strong SSW
(Labitzke, 1982; Hu et al., 2014, and references therein).
The end of any potential for polar processing and chemi-
cal ozone loss typically closely follows the final warming, as
temperatures rise above activation thresholds and the break-
down of the polar vortex rapidly disperses chemically pro-
cessed air, both of which hasten chlorine deactivation (e.g.,
Prather and Jaffe, 1990; Tan et al., 1998; Santee et al., 2008,
and references therein). Because of this interplay of chem-
ical/microphysical and dynamical processes, the abruptness
and timing of the final warming plays a substantial role in
polar processing, and there is large interannual variability in
the evolution of final warmings (e.g., Black and McDaniel,
2007). Labitzke (1982) first noted that SSWs in late Febru-

ary or March often turn directly into final warmings. Such
an early and abrupt final warming, initiated by a major SSW
early enough in the season that recovery is possible, but af-
ter which recovery does not occur, is referred to as a major
final warming (MFW) (see, e.g., Hoffmann et al., 2002; Lab-
itzke, 2002; Naujokat et al., 2002; Manney et al., 2006a, b;
Blume et al., 2012). MFWs can result in more rapid mix-
ing of air from the polar vortex than later, more gradual final
warmings (e.g., Waugh and Rong, 2002; Akiyoshi and Zhou,
2007), and rapid cessation of ozone loss (e.g., Konopka et al.,
2003; Marchand et al., 2004; Manney et al., 2006b).

As we will show below, the 2015/16 Arctic winter was
the coldest on record (since at least 1979) in the lower
stratosphere through January. Minimum temperatures in the
lower stratosphere were far below those in the 2010/11 win-
ter/spring when extensive chemical loss led to record low
values of Arctic ozone in April 2011 (Manney et al., 2011;
WMO, 2014, and references therein). There was thus the po-
tential for extreme chemical ozone loss that might have ex-
ceeded that in 2011. However, an MFW beginning in early
March 2016 resulted in the breakup and dispersal of chem-
ically processed air from the vortex, which halted chemical
loss much earlier than in 2011. We show that the critical fac-
tor resulting in less ozone loss than in 2011 was the early
final warming in 2016, presenting another instance when the
occurrence of a major SSW (in this case an MFW) played a
key role in determining the amount of ozone loss in an Arctic
winter, in a way differing from the diverse scenarios we have
already observed in recent years.

In this paper, we analyze meteorological data from the
MERRA-2 (Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research
and Applications) reanalysis and trace gas data from the Aura
MLS instrument to give an overview of dynamical condi-
tions and chemical composition in the polar vortex during
the 2015/16 winter and to detail the effects of the MFW that
shattered the vortex in early March 2016, which curtailed po-
lar processing and limited chemical ozone loss. We focus on
transport and mixing during the vortex breakup and its effects
on the composition of air that was dispersed from the vortex.
A comprehensive picture of the vortex evolution and breakup
is obtained using a newly developed package for character-
izing multiple vortices. We describe the evolution of the vor-
tex and trace gases through the MFW and associated vor-
tex splitting, focusing on mixing and dispersal of chemically
processed air from the vortex.

After describing the datasets and methods used (Sect. 2),
Sect. 3 provides an overview of the dynamical conditions and
chemical composition of the vortex throughout the 2015/16
winter. Section 4.1 then provides an overview of the evo-
lution of trace gases and relationships to bulk diagnostics
of mixing and transport barriers. In Sect. 4.2, the synop-
tic/regional processes leading to these relationships are di-
agnosed. Section 5 gives a summary and conclusions.
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2 Data and methods

2.1 MERRA-2 reanalysis

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s
(NASA) Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO)
MERRA-2 dataset (Bosilovich et al., 2015) is a global re-
analysis that covers the satellite era from 1980 to the present.
It uses the Goddard Earth Observing System version 5.12.4
assimilation system with a cubed-sphere model to perform
its analyses. As in its predecessor, MERRA, an incremen-
tal analysis update (IAU) (Bloom et al., 1996) applies the
analysis tendency gradually over the 6 h analysis window.
MERRA-2 contains substantial upgrades over MERRA, in-
cluding new input data, model constraints, and parameteri-
zations (Molod et al., 2015; Takacs et al., 2016). Assimilated
fields are provided on a 0.625◦× 0.5◦ longitude–latitude grid
with 72 hybrid σ -pressure levels. Here we primarily use the
wind, temperature, and potential vorticity fields provided in
the “M2I3NVASM” file collection (Global Modeling and
Assimilation Office , GMAO), the set of dynamically con-
sistent fields obtained after the IAU step; these fields are pro-
vided at the full model resolution at 3 h intervals (eight times
per day).

2.2 MLS data

The Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura satellite was
launched in July 2004, in a 98◦ inclination orbit that pro-
vides data coverage from 82◦ S to 82◦ N latitude on every
orbit. Aura MLS measures millimeter- and submillimeter-
wavelength thermal emission from the limb of Earth’s at-
mosphere. Detailed information on the measurement tech-
nique and the Aura MLS instrument is given by Waters
et al. (2006). Vertical profiles are measured every 165 km
along the suborbital track and have a horizontal resolution
of ∼ 200–500 km along-track and a footprint of ∼ 3–9 km
across-track. In this study we use version 4 (v4) Aura MLS
N2O HNO3, H2O, HCl, ClO, O3 and CO measurements
(Lambert et al, 2015a; Manney et al., 2015c; Lambert et
al., 2015b; Froidevaux et al., 2015; Santee et al., 2015; and
Schwartz et al., 2015a, b; respectively) from Arctic winters
spanning 2004/05 through 2015/16. The quality of these data
is described by Livesey et al. (2015a). Vertical resolution is
about 2.5–3 km for O3; 3 km for H2O, HCl, and ClO; 3–5 km
for HNO3; 5–6 km for N2O in the lower to middle strato-
sphere; and about 5 km for CO in the middle stratosphere.
Single-profile precisions are approximately 0.03–0.1 ppmv,
0.2–0.3, 0.1, 0.6, 13–20, and 16 ppbv for O3, HCl, ClO,
HNO3, N2O, and CO, respectively, and 5–15 % for H2O.
The v4 MLS data are quality-screened as recommended by
Livesey et al. (2015a). For daily maps, MLS data are grid-
ded at 2◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude using a weighted average
around each grid point of 24 h of data centered at 12:00 UT.

Equivalent latitude (EqL, the latitude that encloses the
same area between it and the pole as the corresponding po-
tential vorticity, PV, contour; Butchart and Remsberg, 1986)
and scaled PV (sPV, scaled to have a similar range of val-
ues throughout the stratosphere using a standard atmosphere
value of static stability, as in Dunkerton and Delisi, 1986;
Manney et al., 1994) are used in the analysis described below.
These quantities, as well as temperatures from MERRA-2,
are obtained at MLS locations from an updated version of
the MLS derived meteorological products (DMPs) described
by Manney et al. (2007). MLS data are interpolated to isen-
tropic surfaces using temperatures from MERRA-2.

2.3 Vortex and temperature diagnostics

To investigate the potential for polar chemical processing and
ozone loss during the 2015/16 winter, we use a standard set
of polar processing diagnostics calculated from MERRA-2
data. We primarily make use of diagnostics described by
Lawrence et al. (2015), including minimum temperatures, the
volume of air with temperatures below polar stratospheric
cloud (PSC) existence thresholds as a fraction of vortex vol-
ume (VPSC/VVort), maximum PV gradients, and the area of
the polar vortex in sunlight (or sunlit vortex area). All of
these diagnostics are calculated from the 12:00 UT tempera-
ture and potential vorticity fields provided by MERRA-2 in-
terpolated to isentropic surfaces between 390 and 580 K (ap-
proximately 120 to 30 hPa, or 14 to 24 km). In cases where a
PSC temperature threshold is used to calculate a quantity,
such as the area with temperatures below PSC thresholds
(and the derived VPSC), we also calculate the quantity us-
ing ±0.5 K offsets from the nominal PSC thresholds to help
quantify the sensitivity to the values used. Further discussion
of these diagnostics and their significance to polar chemi-
cal processing can be found in Manney et al. (2011) and
Lawrence et al. (2015).

Our analysis makes use of a detailed characterization of
the 2015/16 stratospheric polar vortex, particularly during
the period of time when the vortex split into multiple off-
spring. We use the CAVE-ART (Characterization and Anal-
ysis of Vortex Evolution using Algorithms for Region Track-
ing) analysis package, which was developed to comprehen-
sively describe the state of the polar vortex throughout the
winter season. A paper describing the full details and im-
plementation of CAVE-ART is in preparation (Lawrence and
Manney, 2016); in short, CAVE-ART uses image process-
ing and region tracking algorithms to objectively identify any
number of vortex regions and track their positions through
time. CAVE-ART identifies vortex regions based on altitude-
dependent contours of sPV that we specify as being repre-
sentative of the vortex edge. These sPV values are selected
using climatological profiles of sPV spanning 25 isentropic
levels between 390 and 1800 K to identify the sPV value at
each level that coincides best with maximum sPV gradients
from the MERRA reanalysis. Once CAVE-ART identifies in-
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dividual vortex regions, it filters out those below a specified
area threshold; except where otherwise noted, we use herein
an equivalent latitude threshold of 84◦, which is an area of
roughly 0.5 % of a hemisphere. All remaining regions are
then tracked through time using the full time resolution of the
meteorological data (eight times per day for MERRA-2) un-
til the regions fall below the area threshold, or in some cases
merge with another region. CAVE-ART also calculates and
saves diagnostics at every timestep that describe the position,
size, and strength of each region. These diagnostics include
2-D moment diagnostics such as aspect ratios and centroids
(e.g., Matthewman et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2011), vortex
areas, average altitudes, and vortex-edge wind speeds.

Such detailed characterizations are particularly useful dur-
ing vortex-split SSW events wherein the resulting offspring
vortices can vary in size and strength in ways that ultimately
influence polar processing. For example, a preliminary ver-
sion of CAVE-ART was used by Manney et al. (2015a) to
show how the early January 2013 vortex-split SSW was re-
sponsible for accelerated ozone loss in January 2013. For the
current paper, the CAVE-ART characterization is particularly
important because, as will be shown, during the 2016 MFW,
the vortex rapidly weakened and briefly split into three off-
spring vortices at some levels. The capability to track more
than two offspring vortices is, to our knowledge, currently
unique to CAVE-ART, as other methods in the literature rely
on moment diagnostics that can, at best, delineate between
only two regions (Mitchell et al., 2011). We have included a
supplementary animation that shows the evolution of the po-
lar vortex during the March 2016 MFW, which illustrates the
CAVE-ART characterization of the vortex split.

2.4 Transport and mixing diagnostics

EqL time series of MLS data are produced using a weighted
average of MLS data in EqL and time, with data addition-
ally weighted by measurement precision (e.g., Manney et al.,
1999, 2007). All vortex averages of MLS data shown use
the altitude-dependent sPV values derived for CAVE-ART to
identify the edges of the vortex or vortices (Sect. 2.3). For av-
erages in multiple vortices, the sPV from the MLS DMPs is
first used to determine whether the MLS measurement loca-
tion is within any vortex. Those points that are within a vor-
tex are then marked with the labels for individual regions pro-
vided by CAVE-ART to identify which of multiple vortices
they are inside. Vortex averages are shown here for “bulk”
(all MLS measurements with sPV greater than the altitude-
dependent threshold), “sum” (the sum of all the regions with
area greater than the 84◦ EqL cutoff used in the CAVE-ART
runs), and for individual vortices identified by CAVE-ART.
Averaging improves MLS precisions to values smaller by a
factor of about 10 to more than 100 over the single-profile
precisions listed in Sect. 2.2 for EqL gridded and vortex-
averaged fields.

The sPV gradients and effective diffusivity (Keff) as a
function of EqL calculated from MERRA-2 PV are shown
as “global” (that is, characterizing amounts averaged around
EqL contours) diagnostics of mixing. Gradients of sPV as a
function of EqL provide a measure of the strength of the vor-
tex edge as a transport barrier averaged over each day and all
vortices (Manney et al., 2011, 2015b, and references therein).
Keff is expressed as log-normalized equivalent length, i.e.,
the length of a tracer contour with respect to the contour
of minimum length that would enclose the same area; high
(low) values thus reflect complex (simple) structure in tracer
(here PV) contours and indicate strong (weak) mixing (e.g.,
Nakamura, 1996; Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000; Allen and
Nakamura, 2001). The magnitudes of Keff values depend
strongly on the resolution of the PV fields used in the cal-
culations, but Keff distributions from MERRA-2 agree mor-
phologically with those calculated from other analyses and
reanalyses. Similarly to sPV gradients, the gradients of long-
lived trace gases on isentropic surfaces as a function of EqL
indicate the strength of the vortex edge transport barrier. We
use the EqL–time gridded MLS fields to calculate these gra-
dients.

The diagnostics of mixing and transport barriers described
above represent averages around EqL contours and thus give
information on bulk mixing properties; for example, the
strength of the transport barrier at the EqL of the vortex edge
is an estimate of that barrier averaged over the entire length
of the edges of all vortices present at that time. To exam-
ine regional mixing (e.g., variations along the edge of a vor-
tex, or differences between individual vortices), we use the
function M (hereinafter referred to as M) to give a synop-
tic picture of the strength of the vortex transport barrier prior
to, during, and after the 2016 MFW. M is a Lagrangian di-
agnostic (Madrid and Mancho, 2009; Mancho et al., 2013)
calculated from parcel trajectories that has been used to high-
light processes related to transport and mixing in geophysi-
cal fluid flows (Mendoza and Mancho, 2010; de la Cámara
et al., 2012; de la Cámara et al., 2013; Smith and McDon-
ald, 2014; García-Garrido et al., 2016; Guha et al., 2016).
The formal definition of the function M is as follows: con-
sider a point in an n-dimensional space defined at an ini-
tial time t0 by the general coordinates (x1,0, . . .,xn,0). If a
parcel is initialized at this point and advected by the back-
ground velocity field ( dxi

dt ), then the function M at this point
is defined by the integral equation M(x1,0, . . .,xn,0, t0)=∫ t0+τ
t0−τ

[∑n
i=1

(
dxi
dt

)2
]1/2

dt . This is the Euclidean arc length

of the trajectory traced out by the parcel in the time interval
[t0− τ, t0+ τ ]. If a grid of such points and parcels is con-
structed, then a field of M can be defined by calculating the
above integral for each point, or initial condition, within the
grid. Hence, M is a function that relates arc lengths of tra-
jectories to their initial conditions in some specified domain
(Madrid and Mancho, 2009). For our application, we calcu-
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late a field of M by using zonal and meridional winds in
a trajectory code to advect parcels initialized on a regular
longitude–latitude grid. We then calculate M by summing
up the distances between parcel locations at successive times
assuming that these locations are connected by great circle
arcs.

We use the core of the Lagrangian trajectory diagnostic
code described by Livesey et al. (2015b) to calculate par-
cel advection using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme. The
trajectories we use here are calculated via integrations with
a 15 min time step from MERRA-2 winds. We initialize
parcels on a 1.25× 1.00◦ longitude–latitude grid (a grid de-
fined by downsampling MERRA-2’s native grid by half in
both longitude and latitude dimensions) poleward of 20◦ N.
The calculations of M are based on isentropic trajectories
that are carried out for 15 days forward and backward (i.e.,
τ = 15 days, for 30 days total) from 00:00 UT on the initial-
ization date.
M has been used before to study transport and dynamics

in and around Earth’s polar vortices. One study by de la Cá-
mara et al. (2012) used M to define hyperbolic trajectories
and invariant manifolds in the lower-stratospheric flow of the
southern hemisphere during the 2005 austral spring, which
helped to explain transport across the vortex edge. In a later
study, de la Cámara et al. (2013) usedM and reverse domain
filling calculations of potential vorticity to diagnose signa-
tures of Rossby wave breaking in the Antarctic polar vortex
and explain the trajectories of isopycnic balloons launched as
part of the Vorcore and Concordiasi field campaigns. Smith
and McDonald (2014) used average values of M and the
area of large M values to describe polar vortex strength and
vortex edge permeability. Even more recently, Guha et al.
(2016) used M to identify hyperbolic trajectories associated
with planetary wave breaking in a single-layer shallow-water
model of the austral spring stratosphere, and as a result, they
were able to characterize the specific wave forcings required
for wave breaking to occur inside and outside the strato-
spheric polar vortex. Although there is an ongoing discus-
sion about the usefulness of M for describing flow charac-
teristics (such as invariant manifolds and hyperbolic trajec-
tories) in different scenarios (see, e.g., Ruiz-Herrera, 2015;
Haller, 2015; Balibrea-Iniesta et al., 2016), here we use M
in an arguably simpler manner similar to that of Smith and
McDonald (2014); that is, large values of M indicate parcels
that were effectively trapped in a transport barrier for most
of the trajectory timeline, whereas small values of M indi-
cate the opposite with parcels that were more prone to stir-
ring/mixing. This might be too simplistic of an assumption
for some cases, but in the context of the stratospheric polar
vortex, the dominant flow features are defined by the polar
night jet acting as a mostly impermeable barrier between the
surf zone and intra-vortex air, which are regions where we
can reasonably assume air is not advected to the same great
extent as within the vortex edge. Part of our analysis with M
uses an area diagnostic similar to that from Smith and Mc-

Donald (2014), obtained by calculating the area enclosed by
contours of M for the entire grid, and expressing these as an
equivalent latitude, which we denote by “M-EqL”. Although
EqL is most commonly used to describe the area within PV
or tracer contours (e.g., Butchart and Remsberg, 1986; Allen
and Nakamura, 2003) (as PV-based EqL is used herein), we
have found that examiningM andM-EqL together facilitates
understanding of how the size, strength, and sharpness of the
vortex edge transport barrier evolve with time.

The following list briefly summarizes the diagnostics of
transport barriers and mixing used here:

– PV gradients: gradients of scaled PV as a function of
EqL reveal the EqL location and sharpness of the vor-
tex edge because PV increases dramatically between the
surf zone and the vortex interior.

– Keff: effective diffusivity (Keff) measures the geometric
complexity of tracer (herein PV) contours and is thus a
proxy for mixing.

– The function M: this function corresponds to the dis-
tance traveled by parcels advected by the background
flow over a specified time interval, which helps quan-
tify the permeability of the vortex edge and the degree
of separation between intra- and extra-vortex air.

– Trace gas gradients: trace gases measured by MLS, such
as N2O, CO, and O3 have strong gradients across the
vortex edge due to confined descent, and thus their gra-
dients help identify the EqL location and sharpness of
the vortex edge transport barrier.

In addition to identifying transport barriers and mixing re-
gions as described above, we use the trajectories described
above for the calculation ofM to explore the origins and fate
of air from the polar vortex during its breakup. We use the
CAVE-ART identification of vortex regions to “tag” parcels
that were initialized inside each valid and distinct vortex re-
gion. This allows us to examine the full history of parcels
with respect to their original confinement within materially
separated vortex regions. Similar trajectories were also cal-
culated using full 3-D advection with diabatic heating rates,
but only extending backwards from 12:00 UT each day, for
use in reverse domain filling (RDF) calculations initialized
with MLS data; the MLS fields used for these initializations
are the gridded map fields described above.

3 Overview of 2015/16 polar vortex evolution and
composition

Figure 1 gives an overview of dynamical conditions in
the Arctic lower stratosphere during the 1979/1980 through
2015/16 winters using the polar processing diagnostics de-
scribed in Sect. 2.3 calculated from MERRA-2. Figure 2,
which shows vortex-averaged (summed over all vortices
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Figure 1. Time series of (a) minimum temperatures, (b) maximum
gradients of scaled potential vorticity as a function of EqL (Max
PVG), and (c) sunlit area of the polar vortex from MERRA-2 in
the 2010/11 (blue), 2012/13 (orange), 2014/15 (green), and 2015/16
(red) Arctic winters compared with the mean (white) and range
(grey shading) of other years on record beginning with 1979/80.
Thin vertical lines indicate significant SSW dates: 6 January 2013
and 5 March 2016 (first red line) are the dates when major SSW
criteria were met in those winters, 4 January is the date when the
2015 minor SSW briefly split the vortex, and 13 March (second red
line) is the approximate date of the 2016 vortex split. In (a), the thin
black horizontal lines indicate the approximate NAT and ice PSC
thresholds. In (c), in addition to the thick colored lines indicating
sunlit vortex area, the thin red line indicates the total vortex area in
2015/16, with the thick/thin black lines showing the daily climato-
logical average/maxima of vortex area; at times when the thick and
thin red lines coincide, the vortex is fully in sunlight. All of these
diagnostics are shown on the 490 K isentropic surface.

identified by CAVE-ART) trace gases in the lower strato-
sphere from Aura MLS data for 2004/05 through 2015/16,
illustrates the consequences for polar chemical processing
of the meteorological conditions shown in Fig. 1. The Aura
mission period has included numerous winters with condi-
tions at the extremes of Arctic variability, in both meteorol-
ogy and chemical composition; comparison with these ear-
lier extreme Arctic winters provides context for the vortex

evolution and associated polar processing in the 2015/2016
winter.

The 2010/11 winter (blue lines) was not in general char-
acterized by record low temperatures but rather by an excep-
tionally prolonged period, extending into early April, of tem-
peratures below the chlorine activation threshold (Fig. 1a),
and an unusually strong and persistent lower-stratospheric
vortex (Fig. 1b). As a result, chlorine activation persisted
later than observed in any other Arctic winter (Fig. 2d,e)
(Manney et al., 2011; WMO, 2014, and references therein).
These conditions enabled unprecedented ozone loss (Fig. 2f);
in fact, the vortex remained strong and relatively cold after
the period shown here, and ozone continued to drop, reach-
ing a minimum of ∼ 1.5 ppmv in late April (e.g., Manney
et al., 2011; WMO, 2014). While the vortex was excep-
tionally strong and vortex-averaged ozone loss was unprece-
dented in the 2010/11 winter/spring, both the size of the vor-
tex during much of that winter (through late February) and
the portion of it exposed to sunlight were less than average
(Fig. 1c).

In early January 2013 (orange lines), temperatures
abruptly rose far above the chlorine activation threshold dur-
ing a “vortex-split” SSW. This event was among the strongest
SSWs on record, with one of the largest abrupt temperature
increases, deepest vertical ranges of wind reversal, and most
prolonged periods of easterlies. However, the exceptional
cold prior to that event (Fig. 1a), and exceptional exposure
of the vortex and offspring vortices to sunlight in Decem-
ber and January (Fig. 1c), led to denitrification comparable
to that in 2011 (Fig. 2b) and the largest early winter chlorine
activation and ozone loss on record (Fig. 2d, e, f; Manney
et al., 2015a).

The meteorological conditions in 2014/15 (green lines) led
to the opposite extreme of polar processing. A brief minor
SSW split the vortex on 5 January 2015, after which temper-
atures soon dropped below the chlorine activation threshold
again. The resultant rapid chlorine deactivation, combined
with exceptionally strong descent within the vortex (as seen
in the record N2O/H2O decrease/increase, Fig. 2a, c), led to
the highest January/February ozone values in the MLS record
(Fig. 2f; Manney et al., 2015b).

In comparison to these previous recent years with excep-
tional combinations of dynamical conditions leading to unan-
ticipated extremes in Arctic polar processing, the 2015/16
winter (red lines) stands out as yet another unexpected ex-
treme in variability of the Arctic winter stratosphere. Mini-
mum temperatures (Fig. 1a) were well below average from
late November through mid-March, and near or at record
lows from late December through January. The period of
over a month, from late December through early February,
with temperatures below the approximate ice PSC thresh-
old was unprecedented for the Arctic, where the MERRA-2
record rarely shows more than a few contiguous days below
this threshold; unusually long periods of about 3 weeks with
temperatures below the ice PSC threshold did, however, oc-
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Figure 2. Time series of 490 K MLS vortex-averaged N2O (a), HNO3 (b), H2O (c), HCl (d), ClO (e), and ozone (f) in the 2010/11 (blue),
2012/13 (orange), 2014/15 (green), and 2015/16 (red) Arctic winters compared with the mean (solid white), 1 standard deviation range
(dotted white), and minimum/maximum range (grey shading) of other years in the Aura record (beginning with 2004/05). Vertical colored
lines are as in Fig. 1. These vortex averages are calculated using the sum of the vortex regions identified by CAVE-ART with an 82◦ EqL
cutoff to exclude un-climatological features due to very small vortex regions with anomalous characteristics in some years (the gap in the
2013 line shows a period when the lower-stratospheric vortex was undefined by this criterion).

cur previously in 2010 (Manney et al., 2015a, and references
therein) and 2011 (Fig. 1a). The long period of temperatures
below the ice PSC threshold led to much greater dehydration
than previously seen in the Arctic: compare the evolution of
H2O in 2016 in Fig. 2c with the small decrease in H2O seen
in 2011 when there were separated periods in late January
and February of about 1 and 3 weeks’ duration, respectively,
with temperatures below the ice PSC threshold. The pres-
ence of large ice PSCs can also lead to greater denitrification
than the presence of (typically smaller) nitric acid trihydrate
(NAT) or liquid PSC particles alone (e.g., Wofsy et al., 1990;
Hintsa et al., 1998; Santee et al., 1998; Lowe and MacKen-
zie, 2008; Dörnbrack et al., 2012; Wohltmann et al., 2013)
and is consistent with the extreme denitrification evident in
Fig. 2b. Figure 1c shows that the 2015/16 vortex was not only
larger than usual but also had a larger area than usual receiv-
ing sunlight during January through mid-March.

The exceptionally cold conditions resulted in extensive
early winter chlorine activation in 2015/16, with low HCl
values in late December/early January matched only by those
in 2012/13 (Fig. 2d). Greater than usual sunlight exposure
also resulted in high ClO (Fig. 2e), with values in January
through mid-February higher than those in 2011. Because of
this extensive chlorine activation, chemical ozone loss be-
gan early, with a downward trend in vortex-averaged ozone

(Fig. 2f) seen beginning at the end of December 2015. Only
in 2012/13, with exceptional cold and sunlight exposure in
December (Fig. 1a, c; Manney et al., 2015a), did ozone begin
decreasing earlier. The onset of an observed ozone decrease
means that chemical loss had become large enough to dom-
inate over replenishment by descent of air within the vortex.
Figure 2a shows that early winter descent was similar in all
four years highlighted; thus, the relative timing of the start of
the ozone decrease reflects that of the onset of chemical loss.

Ozone continued to decrease in the vortex at a rate slightly
faster than that in 2011 until the beginning of March 2016.
If uninterrupted, ozone values would have been expected to
drop lower than those in 2011 by mid-March. Instead, before
mid-March, a brief increase of about 0.5 ppmv was followed
by about a week of decreasing values and then slightly in-
creasing values for the rest of the winter (Fig. 2f), resulting
in observed ozone values always remaining higher than those
in 2011. At lower altitudes, near 430 K (not shown), vortex-
averaged ozone in 2016 was up to∼ 0.2 ppmv lower than that
in 2011 from late January until early March, when the MFW
began, but then rapidly rose above 2011 values. Figure 1a
shows that temperatures rose above the activation threshold
by mid-March, and Fig. 1b and c show a sudden decrease
in vortex strength and area just before mid-March, with the
vortex being nearly gone by mid-April. Furthermore, N2O
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Figure 3. Winter polar processing statistics based on temperatures
from the MERRA-2 reanalysis: (a) winter mean VNAT/VVort, and
(b) winter mean Vice/VVort. All bars are calculated from time series
data limited to 1 December through 31 March, using isentropic lev-
els between 390 and 580 K (nominally between ∼ 380 and 565 K,
using midpoint levels to estimate altitudes). Error bars represent the
sensitivity of these diagnostics to using ± 0.5 K offsets to the PSC
formation thresholds at each level. Year numbers are for the January
of each winter; 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2016 are highlighted as the
blue, orange, green, and red bars, respectively.

values (Fig. 2a), which had been decreasing steadily via de-
scent in the vortex, rose suddenly by about 20 ppbv around
the time of the vortex split (second red vertical line), subse-
quently dropped again by over 20 ppbv, and then remained
highly variable with little trend for the rest of the winter. The
return of ClO values to near-zero was concurrent with the be-
ginning of the final upturn in vortex ozone (Fig. 2e, f). Tem-
peratures began rising and ClO decreasing in the last week
of February, with minimum temperatures exceeding the ac-
tivation threshold just before the vortex split (Fig. 1a). The
steep decrease in ClO began nearly a month earlier than that
in 2011.
VNAT/VVort (VPSC/VVort calculated for nitric acid trihy-

drate PSCs and averaged over a winter) is a diagnostic com-
monly used to indicate the overall potential for polar pro-
cessing and ozone loss (e.g., Rex et al., 2004; Tilmes et al.,
2006). The polar processing potential in 2015/16 estimated
using this diagnostic (Fig. 3a) was nearly identical to that in
2010/11. A similar diagnostic for the volume of air below the
ice PSC threshold (Fig. 3b) indicates much greater potential
for dehydration (and denitrification) than in any previously
observed Arctic winter, even when accounting for the sen-
sitivity of the calculations to the exact temperature used for

the ice PSC threshold. It may be argued that more extensive
denitrification in 2015/16 enhanced the ozone loss potential
because of its effect of slowing chlorine deactivation (e.g.,
Douglass et al., 1995; Santee et al., 1996, 2008; Waibel et al.,
1999; Davies et al., 2002). Thus, the critical factor resulting
in less ozone loss than in 2011 was the much earlier increase
in temperatures and vortex breakup in 2016.

Figure 4 shows the vertical extent of polar process-
ing and the progression of the vortex breakup in 2015/16.
The downward tilt of N2O contours in Fig. 4 until early
March indicates very regular descent within the vortex, as
does the downward progression of H2O and O3 contours
above about 600 K, where those species are not affected by
lower-stratospheric chemical processing. Increases in N2O
throughout the domain, and in O3 above ∼ 600 K, after the
MFW began suggest increased mixing into the vortex. The
disappearance of significant vortex regions is marked by
blank regions and occurs in late March at and above about
850 K (in the middle stratosphere), early April down to about
500 K, and after mid-April at levels below that.

In contrast to 2011 and 2013, during which evidence of
renitrification was seen above 400 K (e.g., Sinnhuber et al.,
2011; Arnone et al., 2012; Manney et al., 2015a, b), seques-
tration in PSCs and denitrification led to depleted gas-phase
HNO3 (Fig. 4b) extending below 400 K in 2015/16. Seques-
tration in ice PSCs, and evidence of dehydration (in that low
vortex H2O lingered well beyond the period with tempera-
tures below the ice PSC threshold), is apparent in Fig. 4c
from about 420 K to above 550 K. Extensive chlorine activa-
tion is apparent from about 400 K up to above 600 K (Fig. 4d,
e), an upper extent comparable to that in the Antarctic. The
upward tilt of ozone contours (Fig. 4f) at levels from below
400 K to above 600 K beginning in early January indicates
sufficient chemical ozone loss to exceed the replenishment
by descent. This signature extends until mid-February at the
higher levels and early March near 500 K, and it continues
into April at the lowest levels shown.

In the following, we focus on the evolution of the vor-
tex and trace gas transport during the MFW on the in-
dividual isentropic surfaces marked by horizontal lines in
Fig. 4. 850 K (∼ 31 km, estimated from CAVE-ART vortex-
averaged altitude over the winter) is shown to represent
the middle-stratospheric regime where the vortex decay is
very rapid. The levels 490 and 550 K (∼ 20 and 22 km, re-
spectively) represent the two regimes in the lower strato-
sphere with significantly differing vortex evolution during
the MFW. These lower-stratospheric levels are near the max-
imum (490 K) and top (550 K) of the region of chemical pro-
cessing. As seen in Fig. 4, both of these lower-stratospheric
levels had exceptional chemical processing and large ozone
loss by early March 2016.
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to significantly influence the vortex average, are thus not shown.

4 The 2015/16 major final warming: vortex breakup
and mixing

4.1 Overview of transport barrier and trace gas
evolution

In Figs. 5–7 we show time series of sPV gradients, Keff,
and MLS trace gases as functions of EqL at 850, 490, and
550 K to contrast the evolution of trace gases in the middle
stratosphere with that in the lower stratosphere, as well as
to compare the evolution at two lower-stratospheric levels
where significant polar processing took place. These diag-
nostics provide an overview of the vortex and chemical evo-
lution throughout the 2015/16 winter.

In the middle stratosphere at 850 K (Fig. 5), sPV gradi-
ents and Keff indicate a consistently strong transport barrier
along the vortex edge (strong maximum/minimum in sPV
gradients/Keff) through early March. The vortex area shrinks
steadily through the winter, even as the vortex edge trans-
port barrier strengthens and mixing outside the vortex in-
creases (weaker sPV gradients, higher Keff). This is consis-
tent with the climatological development of the Aleutian an-
ticyclone, intensified mixing in the surf zone, decreasing vor-
tex area, and accompanying strengthening of PV and tracer
gradients along the vortex edge (e.g., McIntyre and Palmer,
1984; Leovy et al., 1985; Butchart and Remsberg, 1986; Har-
vey et al., 2002). Lower sPV gradients and higher Keff at
midlatitudes in February indicate increasing activity in the
surf zone (as has been previously reported by, for example,
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Figure 5. Equivalent latitude–time series at 850 K for 2015/16 showing MERRA-2 (a) sPV gradients and (b) effective diffusivity (Keff), as
well as MLS (c) H2O and (d) CO. Black contours show sPV values of 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8×10−4 s−1 in the vortex edge region. The
vertical black lines indicate the onset day of the MFW and the following vortex split.

Haynes and Shuckburgh, 2000; Allen and Nakamura, 2002)
consistent with the spreading of higher H2O values out from
the vortex edge region. CO, because of its extremely strong
gradients across the vortex edge, provides a sensitive indi-
cator of export of vortex air, and indicates periods of such
enhanced transport in mid-February and early to mid-March.
After the MFW began, the rate of vortex shrinkage acceler-
ated rapidly, with the area enclosed within a transport barrier
(sPV gradient maximum, Keff minimum) approaching zero
by the end of March. The H2O and CO values show only
slightly weakened gradients across the vortex edge in its fi-
nal days, suggesting that most of the air in the remnants of the
vortex was well confined within them until they disappeared.

In the lower stratosphere, at 490 K (Fig. 6) the maximum
PV gradients align closely with the minimum in Keff and in-
dicate a strong barrier to mixing. The large and strong vor-
tex persists until nearly mid-March, past the start date of the
MFW. In early February, maximum Keff in midlatitudes in-
creases, suggesting that more vigorous mixing in the surf
zone extends down into the lower stratosphere (consistent
with the results of, for example, Waugh and Randel, 1999;
Harvey et al., 2002). Vortex area suddenly decreased and
maximum sPV gradients/minimum Keff decreased/increased
immediately after two small offspring split off the vortex
(around 13 March, second vertical red line), leaving the
larger parent vortex even more distorted (see Supplement an-
imation).

The signatures of mixing vary between trace gases de-
pending on region and times because of differing horizontal
gradients. Evidence of air from near the vortex edge mixing
out into midlatitudes is seen in N2O, H2O, and O3 during
February in the spreading of values previously characteristic
of the vortex edge throughout the midlatitude surf zone. HCl
shows evidence of some mixing of very low values out of
the vortex, with concurrent extrusions of high ClO, in early
February; these signatures are short-lived, since active chlo-
rine transported out of the vortex in filaments rapidly de-
cays via both deactivation and mixing (e.g., Tan et al., 1998;
Konopka et al., 2003; Marchand et al., 2004). Small increases
in vortex N2O and O3 (just inside the overlaid sPV contours
in the region of strong gradients) concurrent with the split
suggest some mixing of extra-vortex air into the vortex re-
gion associated with that event, but the largest change fol-
lowing the split is the decrease in extra-vortex N2O and O3
values, suggesting vortex erosion is the dominant process.
Similar evidence of increased mixing into midlatitudes after
the vortex split is apparent in H2O and HNO3.

At this level, minimum temperatures rose above the ice
PSC threshold in late February, and the steady increase in
H2O after that time indicates evaporation of ice PSCs. Min-
imum temperatures exceeded the chlorine activation thresh-
old on about 13 March, nearly concurrent with splitting of
the vortex (see Sect. 2.4). The evolution of HCl and ClO in-
dicate rapid deactivation at this time, though nonzero ClO
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Figure 6. Equivalent latitude–time series at 490 K for 2015/16; as in Fig. 5 but showing (a) sPV gradients, (b) Keff, (c) N2O, (d) HCl,
(e) HNO3, (f) ClO, (g) H2O, and (h) ozone.

values lingered in the vortex until its disappearance in mid-
April. Once chlorine is largely deactivated (after mid-March
in 2016), very high HCl values in the vortex make it a good
tracer of transport (e.g., Manney et al., 2005), and substan-
tial mixing into midlatitudes is apparent, consistent with the
signature in the other species.

While the transport barriers seen in sPV gradients and
Keff are weaker after mid-March, a significant maximum and
minimum, respectively, remain along the edge of the rapidly
shrinking vortex through early April. It is only at this time
(apparent around 7 April in Fig. 6) that very low N2O and
O3 previously confined to the vortex core are seen equator-
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Figure 7. Equivalent latitude–time series at 550 K for 2015/16 as in Fig. 6 but showing only sPV gradients (a), Keff (b), N2O (c), and
ozone (d).

ward (in EqL) of the strong PV gradients, indicating the final
decay of the vortex.

A somewhat similar evolution is seen at 550 K (Fig. 7),
with a large vortex bounded by a strong transport barrier into
early March, accompanied by increased mixing in midlat-
itudes in February consistent with filamentation and a more
vigorous surf zone. In contrast to 490 K, while the vortex area
shrank after the onset of the MFW and vortex split, the max-
imum sPV gradients remained about as strong as before the
split, and Keff continued to show a more pronounced min-
imum than at 490 K. Consistent with these indications of a
persistent strong transport barrier, N2O and O3 (and other
trace gases, not shown) gradients near the vortex edge re-
mained stronger than those at 490 K, with less spreading of
low N2O and ozone values out from the vortex edge, indi-
cating more limited mixing out of the vortex core through
mid-April. Note that, similar to 490 K, vortex ozone was also
strongly depleted at this level, resulting in very strong gradi-
ents along the inner edge of the vortex. At this level, however,
the unperturbed morphology of ozone is such that vortex val-
ues are generally much lower than those outside the vortex
prior to the onset of chemical loss.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of transport barriers and
trace gases in more detail, comparing the sPV gradients and
Keff on each day during the period surrounding the MFW
with the evolution of N2O and O3 gradients and M as a
function of EqL, as well as the evolution of M as a func-
tion of “M-EqL” (see Sect. 2.4). The period spans 24 Febru-

ary, about 10 days before the beginning of the MFW, through
15 April, when the vortex was disappearing. The transport
barriers shown by sPV gradient and M maxima, Keff min-
ima, and strongest trace gas gradients are all closely aligned.
The vortex edge transport barrier was near 65◦ EqL through
the time of the vortex split, after which it shifted to about
75◦ EqL, indicating a substantial decrease in the total vor-
tex area. The ozone gradients show a “dipole” pattern, with
a large positive extrema near 60◦ EqL switching to a large
negative one just poleward of it – this is the signature of in-
creasing values in the outer vortex edge region changing to
rapidly decreasing values moving into the vortex core, where
extensive chemical ozone loss has occurred. Note that, on
a given day, the values of M do not fall off as sharply on
the high-EqL side of the peak as do those of sPV gradients
and Keff. This is primarily because M values at EqLs higher
than that of the vortex edge represent parcels that have, over
the period of the calculation, been largely confined within
the polar vortex, where they are likely to have spent some
time near the edge in the region of high winds (thus trav-
eling relatively long distances on average); conversely, the
parcels at EqLs outside the vortex are largely in the surf zone,
where winds are weak and parcels do not linger near the
vortex edge. The extrema of gradients in N2O and O3 cor-
respond well to those of the other diagnostics: the EqLs of
the strongest negative N2O gradients closely matched those
of the mixing diagnostics, while the largest negative gradi-
ents in O3 were located around 5◦ EqL poleward of that,
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Figure 8. Equivalent latitude line plots of indicators of mixing and transport barriers at 490 K showing individual dates from 24 February
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consistent with their origin along the edge of the strongly
ozone-depleted vortex core. The transport barrier presented
by the vortex edge at this level rapidly weakened and moved
poleward of 70◦ EqL shortly after the split, and it continued
this progression through the end of March. In early April, a
weak transport barrier was still apparent just equatorward of
80◦ EqL, as reflected in the trace gas gradients. The location
of the strongest O3 gradient was aligned with the extrema
in the other diagnostics on this date, suggesting that the re-
maining vortex had largely been “stripped down” to its orig-
inal core region. A similar pattern of evolution was seen at
550 K, and close alignment of transport/mixing diagnostics

and trace gas gradients was seen through the middle strato-
sphere (not shown).

Binning M as a function of M-EqL is a convenient way
of combining the size and strength of the polar vortex into
a single diagnostic. Although M is not a tracer (or tracer-
like field), calculating EqL from any field provides an intu-
itive way of examining the area enclosed by its contours. We
have found that plotting M as a function of M-EqL is an
easy way of showing the maximum distance traveled by a
single parcel (at 90◦ M-EqL), which acts as a proxy for the
strength of the vortex edge region over the 30-day trajectory
period. If the vortex edge is strong and relatively wide, M
as a function of M-EqL will flatten towards the maximum
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value, indicating that a sizable fraction of parcels ended up
“trapped” by the strong winds within the vortex edge and
thus traveled long distances. While the slopes of the lines in
late February and the first few days of March show this “flat-
tened” shape above about 70◦ M-EqL, after the MFW starts,
these move in toward 80◦M-EqL, indicating that many fewer
parcels ended up within the vortex edge region as the vor-
tex weakened and decayed. Starting shortly after the vortex
split, the flattened area virtually disappears, indicating a very
small and/or weak transport barrier. Furthermore, the max-
imum M value decreases on average by 1.51 Mm per day
throughout the period, which shows the rapidity of the weak-
ening of the vortex edge transport barrier. That the flattened
shape mentioned above disappears whileM values still show
a pronounced upward slope towards 90◦M-EqL is consistent
with the changes in the locations of extrema in the trace gas
gradients and the picture of very small vortex areas lingering
that were bounded by a significant transport barrier.

The EqL-based view presented above gives a global per-
spective on the evolution in vortex area and strength during
the MFW period. This averaged view of transport barrier and
mixing diagnostics shows that a small area of well-confined
vortex air lingered through March, but by early April the
transport barrier presented by the vortex edge was greatly
weakened, and the potential for mixing was high. In the
following, we focus on the synoptic evolution of the vor-
tices and regional aspects of transport and mixing during the
MFW period.

4.2 Synoptic evolution, vortex splitting, and local
mixing

Figure 9 shows maps of MLS CO and H2O, as well as M ,
in the middle stratosphere at 850 K, along with scatterplots
of M vs. sPV for dates near the beginning of the MFW
(7 March), near the time of the vortex split (13 March), as
the offspring are shrinking (19 March), and just before the
last offspring vortex disappears (4 April). In early March,
the polar vortex at this level was much smaller than earlier in
winter (as seen in Fig. 5) and was elongated and shifted far
off the pole, as is typical of a displacement SSW (Charlton
and Polvani, 2007). A long filamentary tail was drawn off
the main vortex and around the Aleutian anticyclone (whose
“eye” can clearly be seen in M just north of Alaska on 7 and
13 March, in the same region as anomalously low water).
A single offspring eventually split off the parent vortex near
mid-March, and both vortex regions quickly weakened there-
after. Strong confinement is indicated in the maps of CO and
H2O throughout the period; even in early April, when the po-
lar vortex has almost completely decayed, elevated CO and
H2O signatures are seen in the remaining small vortex rem-
nants. The maps ofM show features consistent with the trace
gases and vortex edge region, as well as enhanced M values
in the anticyclone (along its edge, and spiraling into it). The
high M values here indicate that the strong anticyclone acts

as a transport barrier to trap air, and the spiral structure of
the high values is consistent with tongues of air drawn off the
vortex spiraling together with low-latitude air forming persis-
tent filamentary structures with very long transverse scales,
as has been previously reported (e.g., Sutton et al., 1994).
The scatterplots of M vs. sPV initially show a “horseshoe”
pattern that indicates the range of sPV values comprising the
vortex edge region; that is, M values show a relatively broad
maximum in the vortex edge where parcels travel the fur-
thest, though the picture is somewhat “blurred” by the high
M values associated with the anticyclone, which is associ-
ated with very low PV, but still acts to coherently and rapidly
transport air over long distances and thus gives enhanced val-
ues of M . The vertical red lines indicate the contour chosen
to define the vortex edge in CAVE-ART and show that this
contour is near the maximum in M as long as the horseshoe
shape is well defined; this indicates that the sPV contour used
to define the vortex edge is well within the range of sPV
values in the transport barrier (strong gradient) region. The
vortex/vortices weakened very quickly at this level, and the
horseshoe pattern rapidly disappeared. An animation of the
M vs. sPV scatterplots over the 24 February–15 April period
is given in the Supplement and shows this evolution in more
detail.

Figures 10 and 11 show similar maps in the lower strato-
sphere, but with MLS N2O and O3. At 490 K the vortex
shrank rapidly between 7 and 13 March preceding a brief
triple split after 13 March (nearly simultaneous with the split
at 850 K, consistent with the barotropic structure of “split”
SSWs; e.g., Matthewman et al., 2009). Of the three resulting
vortices, the largest and most stationary (referred to below
as the “parent”) vortex over Siberia stayed the strongest and
most coherent. Air within the offspring vortex that formed
over Greenland/Canada was initially well confined, as indi-
cated by the low N2O and O3 values on 13 March, but this
vortex was sheared out and dissipating by 19 March; this
is termed “offspring-s” (for short-lived) below. N2O and O3
values on 13 March were higher in the offspring vortex over
Europe than the other vortices, indicating significant ero-
sion at the time of the split; however, this offspring vortex
(“offspring-p”, for “persistent”) remained coherent longer
and moved over Greenland/Canada by 19 March. The maps
of M show qualitatively the same picture, with the largest
M values occurring in the edge region of the Siberian vor-
tex. Large M values also occurred in the edge regions of the
smaller offspring vortices on and shortly after 13 March but
decreased quickly thereafter as those vortices weakened and
disappeared. Note that values of M vary along the edge of
a vortex in a manner that appears consistent with the trace
gas gradients – for example, a region of very high M values
crossing near the pole north of Alaska on 7 March was as-
sociated with particularly strong gradients in N2O and O3.
Small differences in the shape of the vortex edge sPV con-
tour and the maximum M region reflect the fact that M is
calculated from 30 days of information during a period of
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Figure 9. Orthographic maps of 850 K MLS CO (first row) and H2O (second row), and function M from MERRA-2 (third row), along
with scatterplots of M vs. scaled potential vorticity (fourth row), for individual dates during the major final warming (columns are 7 March,
13 March, 19 March, and 4 April, respectively). The white/cyan contours in the maps and red lines in the bottom row show the sPV value used
in CAVE-ART to define the vortex edge at this level. Note that the sPV contours used in the MLS (first two rows) and M (third row) maps
are slightly different; the MLS maps show the contour from 12:00 UT MERRA-2 PV, whereas the M maps show the value from 00:00 UT
(see description of M calculation in Sect. 2.4). Also note that the units of M are in megameters (Mm, 106 m). Maps show Equator to pole,
with 0◦ longitude at the bottom and 90◦ E to the right.

rapid change in the vortex. Scatterplots of M vs. sPV show
distinct horseshoe patterns that indicate the range of sPV val-
ues comprising the vortex edge region, and again indicate the
appropriateness of the choice of vortex-edge sPV contour. As
the vortex/vortices weakened, this horseshoe pattern became
less well defined, indicating the degradation of the transport
barrier and increase in mixing; this process was slower in the
lower stratosphere than in the middle stratosphere, consistent
with the slower vortex break down. (Also see the animation
of the M vs. sPV scatterplots given in the Supplement.)

At 550 K (Fig. 11) conditions were fairly similar, but the
vortex split only in two (according to our vortex-edge defini-
tion), with an initially larger and stronger parent vortex over
Siberia and a persistent offspring (again termed “offspring-
p” below). Both vortices shrank rapidly in this period, but

the MLS maps show that air was comparably well confined in
each at the same time. The offspring-p vortex (corresponding
to the more persistent offspring vortex at 490 K that moved
over Greenland/Canada) was much stronger at 550 K than
at 490 K. This is indicated by the MLS trace gases showing
significantly larger regions with trapped low N2O and O3-
depleted air all the way out through 4 April. This is also re-
flected in the maps of M , which show comparable values in
the edge regions of both parent and offspring into early April.
The offspring-p vortex shows a small “hole” in its center in
early April where sPV drops slightly below the value used
to identify the vortex edge; this does not appear to be sig-
nificant for transport/mixing, since it is not associated with a
noticeable increase in M values. Scatterplots of M vs. sPV
also show horseshoe patterns that are similar to, but more
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 9, but at 490 K, and showing MLS N2O and O3 (in first and second rows, respectively).

pronounced than, those seen at 490 K. Even in early April,
as both parent and offspring start to decay, a horseshoe pat-
tern is apparent with a double “arch” structure showing the
distinctly different strength of the two vortices; this double
arch is apparent from 30 March and through 7 April (see sup-
plementary animation). As was the case at 850 and 490 K,
the vortex-edge sPV contour lies near the maximum in M .
Note, however, that there is a well-defined region of rela-
tively high M seen in the map, which is apparent in a lo-
cal maximum in the horseshoe at lower sPV, on 13 March.
There are also corresponding regions of low values in the
MLS N2O and O3 maps. Examination of daily maps (not
shown) indicates that this was a coherent fragment of air
from the vortex edge region that had sPV just below the
threshold used by CAVE-ART, and this remnant persisted
through about 18 March – this represents the upward exten-
sion of the offspring-s vortex seen at 490 K.

The trajectory-based air parcel history maps in Figs. 12
and 13 show further details of the vortex evolution in the
lower stratosphere. Figure 12 shows air parcel history maps

at 490 K initialized after the vortex split. The air parcels
in the vortices on 16 March (about 2 days after the split,
row A) originated within the vortex 12 days earlier, with the
parcels in the two small offspring vortices (blue and green for
offspring-s and offspring-p, respectively) coming primarily
from the narrower portion extending south near 30◦ E longi-
tude. After the split, most of the air in the green offspring-p
vortex, which originated near 0◦ longitude, remained within
a tight confined region for over 2 weeks, even after a vor-
tex was no longer identified in that region. The 20 March
initialization (row B, column 2) shows that the offspring-p
vortex retained its identity into early April. The parent vor-
tex (black) began to experience substantial filamentation in
late March (row B, columns 3 and 4). This main vortex was
shrinking and weakening by early April (row B, column 4)
but was still identified as a vortex region through 10 April
and maintained some coherence into late April (not shown).

At 550 K (Fig. 13), the air parcels in the green (offspring-
p) vortex just after the split (row A) originated 12 days be-
fore primarily from a ring of air just inside the vortex edge.
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Figure 11. As in Fig. 10 but at 550 K. Note that contour ranges are different than at 490 K.

Most of the air in this offspring-p vortex remained coherent
through March (row A, columns 3 and 4; row B, columns 2
and 3). Another transient (persisting only about a day) vortex
that broke off the parent on 24 March (row B, column 2, pur-
ple vortex) was rapidly sheared out and the air originating in
it wrapped around the outside of the parent (black) vortex on
8 April (row B, column 4). By this time the air in the green
offspring-p vortex was starting to mix out, though most of
that air remained within a relatively confined region through
20 April (not shown).

Air from even small offspring vortices in the lower strato-
sphere thus remained in distinct confined regions long after
the vortex split in the lower stratosphere. At all levels, ex-
amination of the grey parcels – that is, all the parcels that
were outside any vortex on the initialization day – without
the overlaid vortex parcels indicates that few of them were
entrained into vortex regions. Thus, as long as the regions
were large enough to be identified as vortices by CAVE-ART,
they remained mostly devoid of air with extra-vortex origins.
This indicates that the mixing during the vortex break up was

largely one-way, with air mixing out of the vortices through
filamentation as they eroded and lost their identity. This re-
sult is consistent with previous studies of dispersal of air
from the lower-stratospheric vortex (e.g., Chen et al., 1994;
Manney et al., 1994), and with the picture of a shrinking and
weakening vortex decaying primarily by erosion into midlat-
itudes.

Figure 14 summarizes how the transport and mixing pro-
cesses described above affected trace gases in the lower-
stratospheric vortices. The top panels show the evolution of
the vortex areas, and the MLS sampling of those vortices. An
abrupt decrease in vortex area immediately followed the vor-
tex split, with the total (sum of all vortices) area decreasing
by about 40 and 30 % at 490 and 550 K, respectively. This is
consistent with the maps shown above and the time evolution
shown in the supplementary vortex regions animation. At
490 K, the vortex size decreased more gradually thereafter,
to about 3 % of the hemisphere by the end of March, and less
than 1 % of the hemisphere by mid-April. At 550 K, the de-
cay was more step-like, with another fairly rapid decrease in
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Figure 12. Trajectory-based parcel history maps at 490 K showing the locations of air parcels initialized inside vortex regions as defined by
CAVE-ART on 16 March (row A) and 20 March (row B). Parcels are colored black (parent), green (offspring-p), or blue (offspring-s) if they
were inside a valid vortex region on the initialization date (column 2, red labeling); otherwise the parcels are colored grey. Columns 1, 3, and
4 show the locations of these parcels 12 days before and 8 and 14 days after initialization, respectively. The white contours show the vortex
regions identified by CAVE-ART in MERRA-2 data (subsampled to match the 1.25◦× 1.0◦ longitude–latitude grid used by the trajectory
runs) on each date. Maps show Equator to pole, with 0◦ longitude at the bottom and 90◦ E to the right.

Figure 13. As in Fig. 12 but for 550 K, with 16 and 24 March as the initialization dates (column 2). In this case, the purple colored parcels
were initialized in a short-lived “transient” vortex, whereas the green region/parcels represents the upward extension of the green (offspring-p)
region/parcels shown in Fig. 12.

the area to about 3 % of the hemisphere in late March, corre-
sponding to the time when the very transient small offspring
was pulled off and dispersed (first purple points here, corre-
sponding to purple region in Fig. 13 row B); this was fol-
lowed by a sudden disappearance of any vortex (that is, no

vortex had area greater than about 0.5 % of the hemisphere)
by 12 April.

The MLS sampling of the large, strong parent vortex in
January through mid-February included 500–700 measure-
ments per day, but both its area and the number of measure-
ments in it had dropped somewhat at all levels by 24 Febru-
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Figure 14. Vortex characteristics and MLS trace gas averages in individual vortex regions in the lower stratosphere. Top panels show the area
of each vortex (shading) along with the number of MLS measurement points inside each vortex on each day (lines/symbols). The second
row shows wind speeds from MERRA-2 averaged around the edge of each individual vortex. Succeeding rows show averages of MLS N2O
(third row), H2O (fourth row), and ozone (fifth row) in each vortex region. In all rows except the first, the shading indicates ±1 standard
deviation envelopes. In the MLS averages, the orange lines indicate the “bulk” values (that is, within the vortex edge contour even if the area
does not exceed the 84◦ EqL cutoff; see Sect. 2.4). In all other cases, the lines are colored/labeled to be consistent with the parcels/regions
highlighted in Figs. 12 and 13. The offspring vortices are designated “-p” for the more persistent ones and “-s” for the shorter-lived ones, as
per the discussion of Figs. 10 through 13; offspring vortices that persisted for about a day or less are labeled “transient”.

ary (the start date of the panels in Fig. 14). In general, the
number of MLS measurements in the vortices closely tracks
their area, and there are several MLS measurements in each:
For every vortex region identified by CAVE-ART that lasted
more than 1 day, the minimum number of MLS measure-
ments on a day was at least six. This suggests that MLS usu-
ally provided relatively unbiased sampling of even small off-
spring vortices that were just larger than the 84◦ EqL cutoff

used by CAVE-ART. The number of MLS measurements be-
gins dropping earlier, in the period between the beginning of
the MFW and the split, because the vortex shifted farther off
the pole to where MLS sampling is less dense. The rate of
decrease in MLS measurements in the vortex at 550 K was
steeper before the split than at 490 K, consistent with the vor-
tex at that level being shifted farther out into midlatitudes. At
490 K, the steepest decrease in vortex MLS measurements
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was right around the split date. The minimum in number
of MLS measurements shortly after the split (especially ap-
parent at 490 K) is likely related to the fact that the vortex
was shifted very far off the pole into midlatitudes and moved
closer to the pole, into areas more densely sampled by MLS,
in the following several days (see, e.g., Figs. 10 and 11).

Vortex edge wind speeds show a deep minimum in the pe-
riod between the start of the MFW and the split. Wind speeds
showed some day-to-day variability after the split but over-
all decreased steadily. The minimum just prior to the split
arises largely because the vortex had already developed into
multiple closed circulations that were only joined immedi-
ately prior to the vortex split by a narrow “bridge” with high
PV but low wind speeds. The increase in the variability of
the wind speeds immediately before the split reflects the ex-
istence of low wind speeds along the bridge but high wind
speeds elsewhere along the vortex edges; edge wind speeds
increase, and their standard deviations decrease, once the
bridge is broken and the offspring become separated. As seen
above, the offspring at 490 K were short-lived (about 5 and
7 days for the blue offspring-s and green offspring-p vortices,
respectively), with wind speeds along their edges decreasing
rapidly. In fact, as seen in Fig. 12, a coherent mass of air
from the green offspring-p vortex persisted into April – rep-
resented in Fig. 14 by the individual purple points labeled
“transient”, which mark the days on which the area of this
region was larger than the 84◦ EqL cutoff (these can be seen
as regions labeled 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 at 490 K in the Supplement
animation). The wind speeds around the edge of the parent
vortex (black) remained stronger, though generally decreas-
ing, into late April. A somewhat similar picture is seen at
550 K, with the wind speeds around the single offspring-p
vortex (green) being weaker than those bounding the parent
vortex, and the parent outliving the offspring; however, the
offspring-p vortex at this level was much longer-lived than
those at 490 K. The evolution of vortex edge wind speeds is
thus consistent with that of the transport barriers seen above
in sPV gradients, Keff, and M .

The evolution of trace gases in the individual vortices is
also consistent with the picture of mixing and vortex breakup
seen above. At 490 K, N2O values were substantially higher
in the blue offspring vortex, which persisted slightly longer
than the green one, but was still rapidly sheared out into an
elongated shape and weakened (as indicated by decreasing
wind speeds). Examination of reverse domain filling (RDF;
Sutton et al., 1994) maps initialized with MLS data (not
shown) suggests that the rapid N2O increase in the blue vor-
tex in the last two days may be an artifact of MLS not sam-
pling the low values in the narrowest part of the vortex as it
was sheared out. Figure 12 (e.g., row A, columns 3 and 4)
shows rapid and widespread dispersal of the air from both
blue and green offspring vortices, but with some of the air
from the blue vortex remaining relatively coherent in a small
region even after that vortex was no longer defined. H2O val-
ues were higher in the green offspring vortex because the air

in that vortex came from nearer the edge of the parent vortex,
rather than from the core where H2O was strongly depleted
(Fig. 12, row A, column 1). Average H2O in the blue off-
spring vortex was close to that in the parent (black) vortex,
consistent with that air coming from somewhat deeper in the
parent vortex; this is also consistent with the appearance in
Fig. 6 of a “path” of low water crossing the vortex edge at
the time of the split. Ozone was higher in both the green and
blue offspring than in the parent because the air originated in
the high O3 collar near the vortex edge. It was highest in the
green vortex because that air came from farther out towards
the region of the O3 maximum (see Fig. 6). As was the case
for N2O, the increase in the blue vortex in the last few days
may be exaggerated by MLS sampling “missing” a narrow
filament of vortex air.

At 550 K, N2O values were consistently higher in the sin-
gle (green) offspring vortex than in the parent, indicating
more extra-vortex or vortex edge air than in the parent, as
shown in Fig. 13 (row A, column 1). That air, however,
remained largely confined within that vortex after the split
(Fig. 13, row A, columns 3 and 4), consistent with relatively
constant N2O mixing ratios, and suggesting little additional
mixing. RDF maps (not shown) at this level do not show ob-
vious evidence of MLS measurements missing filaments of
vortex air. There was much less dehydration than at 490 K
(see, e.g., Fig. 4), so vortex values carried into the green off-
spring vortex were substantially higher than extra-vortex val-
ues, and the anticorrelation seen between N2O and H2O in
that offspring vortex is consistent with this morphology. Low
ozone values extended out to the vortex edge at 550 K (e.g.,
Fig. 7), and thus the offspring carried very low ozone values
with it. This offspring vortex was long-lived, and, though it
shrank to an area too small to be cataloged a few days sooner
than the parent, the air within both it and the parent remained
coherent into late April (not shown). Higher ozone air was
drawn up around the parent vortex later on (e.g., Figs. 11,
and 13, row B, columns 3 and 4), consistent with the off-
spring vortex retaining lower ozone.

Examination of similar vortex averages of the shorter-lived
species HNO3, HCl, and ClO indicates that the values of
those species remained very nearly the same across all off-
spring vortices, and thus their evolution in each offspring
vortex closely resembles that shown in Fig. 2b, d, and e. Fur-
thermore, RDF maps indicate that the range of values in the
small offspring vortices remained very close to those in the
initialization fields 12 days earlier (not shown). This provides
further evidence that the air in the offspring vortices was con-
fined by an effective transport barrier as long as those vor-
tices remained intact. Thus, except in the period immediately
surrounding the split, rapidly decreasing ClO and increasing
HCl in all offspring resulted primarily from photochemical
deactivation. Small nonzero values of ClO are apparent in the
vortex averages through March (e.g., Fig. 2e), but the area of
those vortices in which additional chemical loss could occur
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was small, less than 4 and 2 % of the hemisphere at 490 and
550 K, respectively.

5 Summary and conclusions

We have analyzed meteorological fields from the MERRA-2
reanalysis and trace gas data from the Aura Microwave Limb
Sounder (MLS) to provide an overview of the exceptionally
cold 2015/16 winter and a detailed description of the vor-
tex breakup in a major final SSW (“major final warming”
or MFW) that prevented chemical ozone loss from reaching
record high values. Our analyses utilized several mixing di-
agnostics, as well as a new package (CAVE-ART) for char-
acterizing multiple vortex regions.

The 2015/16 Arctic winter was the coldest on record in
December through early February. Lower stratospheric tem-
peratures were at or near record lows from late December
into early February, and far below average from December
through mid-March. A substantial region of temperatures be-
low the ice PSC threshold was present continuously from late
December through early February, far longer than during any
previously observed Arctic winter: the winter mean volume
of air below the ice PSC threshold was over twice that pre-
viously seen. The chemical ozone loss potential, measured
by the commonly used metric of volume of air below the
chlorine activation threshold, was nearly identical to that in
2010/11 (when unprecedented Arctic ozone loss occurred).
The evolution of trace gases from MLS is consistent with
the exceptional meteorological conditions: vortex-wide de-
hydration was present between about 410 and 520 K potential
temperature, something never before observed in the Arctic.
Denitrification was also exceptional, and extensive chlorine
activation and chemical ozone loss began earlier than in all
but one previous winter (2012/2013, Fig. 2d–f).

That lower-stratospheric ozone loss did not reach the ex-
tent of that in spring 2011 was primarily due to the occur-
rence of an MFW beginning in early March 2016. This event
had two critical consequences: first, while the total volume
of cold air during the winter was similar to that in 2010/11,
that cold period ended significantly earlier in the winter in
2016, when ozone loss was slower due to less sunlight expo-
sure. Second, the sudden vortex breakup in the MFW resulted
in rapid dispersal of chemically processed air from the vor-
tex and consequently curtailed chemical processing, which
might have lingered for some time if chlorine had remained
confined in a relatively large intact vortex and thus deacti-
vated more gradually.

The Arctic winter meteorology in 2015/16 was so anoma-
lous that extensive study of numerous processes will be
needed to fully characterize its consequences. In this paper
we focus on one aspect of this exceptional winter: a detailed
description of the event that limited ozone loss to an amount
that, while larger than typical in the Arctic, was not unprece-
dented – the MFW and vortex breakup in early March. The

MFW itself was remarkable: the major SSW criteria were
fulfilled when the vortex was a single elongated entity dis-
placed far off the pole in the middle stratosphere (typical of
a “displacement” SSW as defined by Charlton and Polvani,
2007). However, the displacement and distortion at that time
were much less pronounced in the lower stratosphere and
a few days later the vortex split over a wide range of alti-
tudes covering most of the stratosphere; in a narrow range
of levels in the lower stratosphere from ∼ 450 to 550 K that
split was into three pieces. Early and abrupt final warmings
are relatively uncommon, with 13 others before 1 April, and
only five of those before mid-March, reported since 1958 (Hu
et al., 2014). The only other MFW during the Aura mission
began around 10–12 March 2005 and halted ozone loss in the
unusually cold 2004/2005 winter (see, e.g., Manney et al.,
2006a, b; Hu et al., 2014); the morphology of the vortex
breakup in 2005 showed similarities to that in 2016, in that
the vortex was first strongly displaced in the middle strato-
sphere and then split, albeit into only two pieces, over a deep
altitude region. In 2005, however, there had been no exten-
sive denitrification or dehydration, and chlorine deactivation
had begun concurrently with increasing temperatures about 3
weeks before the MFW (Singleton et al., 2007; Santee et al.,
2008).

In the middle stratosphere (exemplified herein by 850 K),
transport and mixing diagnostics and MLS trace gases show
that by the time of the MFW the vortex had already shrunk,
and a strong Aleutian anticyclone and vigorous surf zone
formed, consistent with climatology. In mid-March, about a
week after the MFW began, the vortex split into two very un-
equal pieces; the larger parent vortex rapidly sheared out and
dispersed, while a small coherent remnant of the offspring
lingered through late March. The evolution of MLS CO and
H2O in the decaying vortices indicates that air within them
remained well confined as long as they were intact. Snap-
shots of the function M show a picture consistent with the
trace gas evolution, in that the vortex transport barrier de-
cayed rapidly after the MFW onset.

The breakup and dispersal of air from the vortex in
the lower stratosphere was slower and more episodic, with
largest changes in the short period surrounding the vor-
tex split. Some of the specific consequences of the lower-
stratospheric vortex evolution (shown here at 490 and 550 K)
during the MFW for transport, mixing, and dispersal of
chemically processed air are as follows:

– At 490 K, two small offspring split off the main vortex
in mid-March, but these persisted for only about a week.

– At 550 K, the vortex split into two pieces, both of which
remained well defined for over a month after the split.

– Mixing increased only slightly after the onset of the
MFW around 7 March, but extensive mixing occurred
in the few days during and after the vortex split in mid-
March.
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– Immediately following the split the total vortex area de-
creased by 30 to 40%, with the largest offspring cover-
ing about 4 % of the hemisphere and smaller offspring
an additional 1 to 2 % of the hemisphere.

– Following this period of intensive vortex erosion and
mixing, air remained well confined within the remain-
ing offspring vortices.

– Abundances of MLS N2O and O3 in the offspring vor-
tices at 550 K remained closer to those in the parent vor-
tex than at 490 K, indicating less mixing; this is consis-
tent with the stronger transport barrier after the vortex
split seen at that level, and with the greater persistence
of the offspring vortices.

– ClO rapidly decayed in the offspring vortices as a result
of a combination of rapid deactivation and dispersal of
vortex air during the split.

– The evolution of ozone in the offspring vortices was de-
pendent on the region within the parent vortex where
the air originated, such that the offspring at 490 K con-
tained higher values characteristic of the collar of unde-
pleted ozone along the vortex edge, whereas at 550 K,
low ozone values extended farther out into the vortex
edge region and the smaller, but stronger, offspring vor-
tex carried lower ozone than the parent.

– The “function M”, when binned as a function of
EqL, evolved consistently with the bulk transport bar-
rier/mixing diagnostics (sPV gradients and effective dif-
fusivity) but also revealed local variations (including
relative strength of the offspring vortices, variations in
the transport barrier around the vortex edge, and the dis-
solution of the individual vortices) that are consistent
with the synoptic evolution of MLS trace gases.

In both the lower and middle stratosphere the mixing fol-
lowing the MFW was primarily via erosion and filamentation
of the vortices as long as they remained intact. This resulted
in wide dispersal and rapid mixing of air formerly in the vor-
tex, but, in general, transport of extra-vortex air into the vor-
tex regions was rare.

The major final SSW in early March 2016 was a remark-
able finale to an already exceptional Arctic winter. The re-
sults presented here suggest the need for many further stud-
ies to assess how well the evolution of the vortex and trace
gases throughout the 2015/16 winter fits with our current un-
derstanding of and ability to model lower-stratospheric polar
chemical processes. The 2015/2016 winter also provides a
unique addition to the already wide variety of natural exper-
iments conducted via the immense variability in Arctic polar
vortex evolution, longevity, and breakup. This new informa-
tion is important for improving our detailed understanding
of variations in dispersal of ozone-depleted and/or chemi-
cally activated air from the vortex and its implications for

present and future global ozone distributions. Further studies
will include detailed analyses using similar methods to this
work comparing the vortex breakup in 2016 with that in other
winters, both Arctic and Antarctic. This is particularly inter-
esting given reported differences between years with early
and late Arctic final warmings (e.g., Waugh and Rong, 2002;
Akiyoshi and Zhou, 2007). While these have not, in general,
considered the abruptness of the final warmings, more re-
cent studies indicate substantial circulation differences fol-
lowing sudden and gradual final warmings: frozen-in anticy-
clones formed following the mid-March 2005 MFW and the
late, but sudden, 2011 vortex breakup (e.g., Manney et al.,
2006a; Allen et al., 2012; Thiéblemont et al., 2013), and ob-
servational and modeling studies indicate than an abrupt fi-
nal warming is one of the conditions necessary for a frozen-in
anticyclone to occur (Thiéblemont et al., 2013, 2016). In con-
trast to the Arctic, chlorine is typically deactivated well be-
fore the Antarctic vortex breakup (e.g., Manney et al., 2005;
Santee et al., 2008), but the details and timing of that breakup
still have important consequences – not only for local ozone
minima over populated areas but also for dilution of midlati-
tude ozone (e.g., Ajtić et al., 2004) and for radiative impacts
of the Antarctic ozone hole (e.g., Polvani et al., 2011; WMO,
2014). Additional Lagrangian transport and air mass history
studies, combined with analyses of Aura data over its (so far)
12-year mission, will help quantify the fate of activated and
ozone-depleted air as the polar vortices decay.

In light of the 2012/13 winter, when an exceptionally
strong vortex-split SSW resulted in record early winter ozone
loss, and the 2014/15 winter, when a very brief, minor SSW
resulted in record high vortex ozone values, the importance
of the early and abrupt major final SSW in limiting ozone
loss in spring 2016 once again emphasizes the complexity of
the interactions between these extreme dynamical events and
chemical processes in the stratospheric polar vortex. In each
of these winters, the SSW events had dramatic consequences
that were largely unanticipated. SSW characteristics are also
expected to evolve with the changing climate (e.g., Charlton-
Perez et al., 2008; McLandress and Shepherd, 2009). We
should thus expect the Arctic wintertime meteorology, and
its impact on chemical processing, to continue to surprise us
in the future, making continued comprehensive monitoring
of stratospheric composition a critical priority.

6 Data availability

The datasets used are publicly available, the MLS data
from http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/Aura/data-holdings/MLS/
index.shtml, corresponding DMP files from http://mls.jpl.
nasa.gov, and the GMAO reanalysis data from http://disc.sci.
gsfc.nasa.gov/daac-bin/DataHoldings.pl.

The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/acp-16-15371-2016-supplement.
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